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Abstract— In the framework of the IST-BROADWAY project, a
hybrid WLAN system is defined working at 5GHz and 60GHz.
The 60GHz band is used in order to off-load 5GHz connection
for a limited time: higher throughput and better availability
is achieved with the drawback of a limited coverage. This
contribution presents a methodology for characterization of the
available throughput over a given area based on ray-tracing
simulations: exploiting a classification of the channel impulse
responses (CIR) and the simulated power levels, Packet-Error-
Rate (PER) simulations are performed and thus the maximum
throughput for a given PER level is obtained. This proposal is
applied in order to compare a single-antenna 60GHz transmission
scenario (office space) to a simple Single-Frequency-Network
(SFN) approach extending the number of transmit antennas to
four. The results illustrate that a straightforward increase of the
available number of transmit antennas may lead to destructive
interference and thus to reduce performances over large parts
of the considered area. Detailed evaluations are shown to be
necessary in order to fully benefit from the potential of a SFN
network.

I. INTORDUCTION

In the IST-BROADWAY project [1], a hybrid dual fre-
quency system is defined based on a tight integration of IEEE
802.11a/HIPERLAN/2 (based on the highly spectrum efficient
OFDM modulation) technology at 5GHz and an innovative
fully ad-hoc extension at 60GHz named HIPERSPOT. This
concept extends and complements existing 5GHz broadband
wireless LAN systems in the 60GHz range for providing a new
solution to very dense urban deployments and hot spot cov-
erage [2]. The resulting system guarantees nomadic terminal
mobility in combination with higher capacity (achieving data
rates exceeding 100Mbps). The new radio architecture will,
by construction, inherently provide backward compatibility to
current 5GHz WLANs (ETSI BRAN HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE
802.11a).

Propagation at 60GHz has been largely studied during the
last decade. The first characterizations were published in the
90s: the context was mainly outdoor oriented, where high
absorption losses are observed. This motivated its use in
indoor environment. Each material and room configuration
were studied and characterized in term of path loss [3]–
[5]. Ray-tracing tools have been also used and calibrated to
corroborate the indoor experiments so that this methodology
is suitable to provide power maps and channel models with
sufficient consistency [6], [7].

The first part of this study aims at providing a methodology
in order to determine the maximum throughput at any position

of an area over which ray-tracing data are available. Then, a
specific application to this methodology is considered in the
context of a 60GHz WLAN scenario: two antenna deploy-
ments are compared. This type of study helps to i) prepare
the deployment of a network on a large open space, ii) find
potential trade-offs between shadowed area and homogenous
data-rate by tuning the emitted power, and iii) determine a
reasonable number of hotspots. Both antenna configurations
are analyzed with respect to the available throughput for a
virtual user that can be anywhere in the room. It will take into
account the propagation of 60GHz rays and their interference
(quantified by ray-tracing tools), as well as their impact on
the final throughput by using an abstraction of the PHY and
lower MAC layers.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II states the
problem and defines the different scenarii we have considered
here. Then, our methodology is detailed step by step: section
III presents the raw data coming from the ray-tracing tool,
section IV analyzes the power repartition in the room, section
V derives the channel modelization and, after presenting the
PHY layer in section VI, section VII gives the final throughput
estimation. Finally, section VIII summarizes this work.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this study, the layout of a typical office room (see figure
1) already used in the framework of IST-BROADWAY in order
to modelize 60GHz channels [8] is defined. A wall is added
in the upper left corner, in order to create a shadowed area

Fig. 1. Typical office room and antenna positions used to illustrate the effects
of 60GHz propagation with ray-tracing tool (circles and quadrant represent
omni-directional and directional antenna respectively).



for users at desk height. Please note that the wall does not
reach the ceiling, which helps to include possible effects of
diffraction. Two main scenarii are considered:

• Scenario 1: a single base station antenna is deployed at
two different spots of a room:

1a. The base station antenna is mounted on the ceiling
in the centre of the room, i.e. users at desk height
on the left side of the upper left wall do not have an
unobstructed Line of Sight (LOS) link towards the
base station.

1b. The base station antenna is mounted on the ceiling
in line with the wall, i.e. almost all users in the
room have an unobstructed LOS link towards the
base station. At system level, this base station will
be used to relay the information.

• Scenario 2: four base station antennas are mounted in
each corner of the room under the ceiling: they transmit
the same signal, such that the entire room is covered.
Each point of the room has at least one LOS link with
one of the four emitters.

The total emitted power is identical for scenarii 1 and 2,
but it can be tuned in order to compensate several drawbacks
of a particular deployment. Two types of antennas are used
for the simulations: an omnidirectional antenna in azimuth
in scenario 1 and a directional antenna with a 90 degrees
horizontal beamwidth, pointing at the room centre at desk
height in scenario 2. Each antenna has been represented in
figure 1.

In order to compare the two main scenarii, we intend to use
ray-tracing simulation results in order to predict the available
throughput at any spot of the room. Our approach, presented
in figure 2, consists in:

• determine separately the SNR cartography over the room
(derived from the raw received power data combined with
the theoretical noise floor of a virtual receiver);

• extract several characteristics channel models. The chan-
nel models enable to calculate PER curves (PER as a
function of a pre-determined metric, the SNR in this
case), using a link simulator;

• combine these three sets of results (namely, the channel
models, the SNR, and the PER curves) in order to provide
the final throughput map of the room.

Several intermediate data processes are detailed below. They
are in particular necessary in the concatenation of the single
frequency network (SFN) information and in the filtering of
the rays at each observation point (ordering and combination
of rays by arrival time).

III. RAY-TRACING DATA

The full 3D model of the ray tracing tool Wireless InSite
2.0 from Remcom Inc. is used for the simulations. This model
includes an unlimited number of reflections and transmissions
as well as diffraction phenomena. Two types of outputs are
generated by the simulations: the received power and the
Channel Impulse Response (CIR), as detailed in the following.

Fig. 2. Presentation of the overall methodology leading to the throughput
map.

A. Received power
All fields are coherently combined (with phase). The total

received power is
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where λ is the wavelength, η0 is the impedance of free space
(377Ω), EΘ,i and EΘ,i are the Θ and Φ components of the
electric field of the ith path at the receiver point, Θi and Φi

give the direction of arrival. gΘ(Θ,Φ)is defined by:

gΘ(Θ,Φ) = |GΘ(Θ,Φ)| 12 exp(jΦΘ) (2)

where GΘ is the Θ component of the receiving antenna gain,
ΦΘ is the relative phase of the Θ component of the far zone
electric field. An analogous definition is used for gΘ.

B. Channel impulse response (CIR)
The complex voltage at the feed point of the receiving

antenna due to the ith propagation path is proportional to

Vi = EΘ,igΘ(Θi,Φi) + EΦ,igΦ(Θi,Φi) (3)

The complex impulse response is considered to be:

si = Pi exp(jΨi) (4)

where Pi is the power carried by the ith ray path, and Ψi is
the phase:

Ψi = atan
(

Im(Vi)
Re(Vi

)
(5)

In order to build the single frequency network, we consider
that the four maps obtained for scenario 2 correspond to
independent realizations of the emission. With this hypothesis,
the four maps can be considered as uncorrelated; consequently,
it is possible to store the rays in the same CIR as additional
realization of the channel, since each measurement has been
performed at the same point. Finally, each CIR (for the SFN
case and the first scenario) are ordered by arrival time (for
convenience sake). All rays with the same arrival time are
recombined by summing the induced electrical complex fields,
such that each point has a discrete ray arrival. This is important
for the channel study presented in V.



IV. RECEIVED POWER STUDY

The results obtained in scenario 1 are presented by figures
3(a) and 3(b). The corresponding power maps represent the
power received at desk level (80cm above the floor), assuming
that the omni-directional antenna is at the center of the ceiling.
The colorbar indicates the power level in dBm (on the right
end side). The radiation pattern decreases very slowly with the
distance (less than 5dB between the center and the border of
the room), except in the shadowed area. Indeed, in the upper
left corner of the room, the presence of the wall decreases the
power by more than 20dB. Furthermore, the concrete walls
delimiting the room are responsible for a complete cancelation
of the signal (the level is below the precision of our simulation
tool).

The SNR is easily computed from the received power, by
removing the thermal noise. The latter is a function of the
temperature T (in Kelvin), the bandwidth B (in Hz), and the
noise figure NF (in dB), as shown in the following equation:

N = 10 log10

(
kT

10−3

)
+ NF + 10 log10(B) (6)

where k is the Boltzmann constant. The noise figure is
dependent on the receiver implementation and can take values
of up to 10dB. Typically,

for B = 80 MHz, N = −85 dBm (7)

Considering the resulting SNR maps, several remarks can
be made:
• in scenario 1a, the SNR received can be greatly affected

by the shadowing wall;
• in all scenarii, the SNR is greater with a receiver be-

ing closer to the transmitter: this phenomenon is rather
perceived in scenario 1 (where the transmitted power is
higher);

• overall, scenario 2 enables a good coverage, with the
drawback of a lower SNR, compared to the first scenario.

V. MODELING OF 60GHZ CHANNELS

The modeling of the 60GHz channels is based on the
ray-tracing simulation results. These provide CIR estimates
for each spot of the analyzed surface. Ideally, we should
implement each CIR estimation in the link level simulation
environment and perform corresponding packet error rate
(PER) simulations in order to evaluate the available through-
put. Due to the large number of points, we choose to limit
the simulations to a set of four typical CIRs. As a main
characteristic of the different CIRs, we choose to define four
classes of channel delay spreads (see below) and to link the
CIR of each spot to the closest channel in this set. Since the
delay spread is a main criterion for the PER simulation results,
this approach will guarantee a broad scope of channels with
different performance properties.

The analysis is first based on specific a study of the room
repartition: different delays are experienced by the CIR on
each point, for each scenario. For that purpose, we set a
threshold (e.g. -10dB) below which the taps will not be
considered as relevant. Note that, by definition, the first tap has
a null delay and a power equal to 0dB. Initially, we choose

(a) Scenario 1a

(b) Scenario 1b

(c) Scenario 2

Fig. 3. SNR map of the room for all scenarii with an SNR scale ranging
from 0 to 35dB.

to discriminate four different channels along the room. The
question is to determine the number of taps (maximum delay)
for each of the four channels. The following methodology is
applied for a given scenario (e.g. 1a), we determine the number
of taps for each channel in order to associate with it 25% of
the points in the room. Hence, the channel models are evenly
used over the room.

For instance, knowing that one tap corresponds to 4.2ns,
the largest delay is approximately 100ns, corresponding to 20
taps or a similar value. Therefore, we have a vector used for
the model definition [0 5 10 15], indicating that:

• from tap 0 to tap 5 (channel type 1): all the taps from 0
to 4 are above -10dB, the taps after 5 are below;

• from tap 0 to tap 9 (channel type 2): all the taps from 0
to 9 are above -10dB, the taps after 10 are below;

• from tap 0 to tap 14 (channel type 3): all the taps from
0 to 14 are above -10dB, the taps after 15 are below;



(a) Scenario 1a (b) Scenario 1b

(c) Scenario 2 (d) CIR of selected 4 channel models

Fig. 4. Channel type map of the room for all scenarii.

• from tap 15 onwards (channel type 4): all the taps are
below -10dB.

In order to determine this vector of the model definition and
the threshold, an optimization program is run. We choose one
of the offered solutions: threshold=-10dB, model definition=
[0 6 9 13]. The result is presented by figure 4. This model is
also suitable for scenarii 1b and 2.

VI. PHY LAYER SIMULATIONS

The throughput analysis is based on link level simulation
results: all available PHY modes are simulated; then, we
consider the PER simulation results at the SNR level indicated
by the ray-tracing evaluation.

The link level simulations have been run for the constel-
lations BPSK, QPSK, QAM-16 and QAM-64, each based on
the code rate 1/2, 3/4 and 9/16 of a standard convolutional
encoder with constraint length K=7 and coding polynomials
133oct and 171oct. The packet sizes were fixed to 72 OFDM
symbols for BPSK and QPSK simulations and to 92 OFDM
symbols for QAM-16 and QAM-64. Each simulation was run
over 1500 iterations.

VII. FINAL THROUGHPUT

Now, the last information that remains is the mode to be
used for each position in the room: the knowledge of the mode
is required to select the adequate PER vs. SNR curve, and
therefore enables the computation of the adequate throughput
(expressed as a function of the PER). The following method-
ology is used to compute the correct mode: for a given SNR,

we maximize the throughput available on top of the PHY. This
throughput is expressed as

ρ = bit rate(mode).(1 − PER(mode)) (8)

where the bit rate and the throughput ρ are expressed in
Mbit/s.

The throughput for each of the simulated modes is plotted
on figure 5(d) for a given channel model. This graph illustrates
that there are SNR ranges where a given mode maximizes
the throughput (for a given channel model). Quite naturally,
we will use the modes (and their associated PER curves)
maximizing the throughput for a given SNR and channel
model. It corresponds to the use of an ideal link adaptation
algorithm. Figure 5(d) also proves that some modes are useless
and should not be used: this is the case for BPSK 9/16 and
BPSK 3/4, or QAM64 1/2.

Using this methodology, a new map of the room can be
plotted in terms of throughput on top of the PHY layer. The
results are presented on the three sub-figures of figure 5.

One can draw similar conclusions on figures 3, with respect
to the analysis of figures 5. In scenario 2, two aspects are
remarkable: the homogeneity of the offered throughput, and
the presence of important drops (less than 40Mbit/s) close to
areas of good throughput (more than 120Mbit/s).

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this study, we successively derived the SNR map as well
as several channel models (relevant of 60GHz behaviors) from
the ray-tracing data collected in an arbitrary defined room.
We finally aggregated all data in the link level simulator in



(a) Scenario 1a (b) Scenario 1b

(c) Scenario 2 (d) Throughput vs. SNR for all used modes

Fig. 5. Throughput map of the room for all scenarii, with a throughput scale ranging from 0 to 240Mbit/s.

order to exhibit the available throughput on each point of the
room with a theoretical maximum throughput of 240Mbit/s
(corresponding to 80MHz channel).

The data-rate map reveals that the interference at 60GHz
is highly penalizing in a multi hotspot deployment. It can be
observed that cancelation points are very close to each other
(due to the short wavelength at 60GHz) and that the overall
throughput remains lower than in the case of a single hotspot
deployment as long as the channel is distorted by other feed
points (around 140MBit/s in most case instead of 200MBit/s in
majority in the single hotspot configuration). On the opposite,
a single hotspot installation is not exempt of a shadowed area
as observed in scenario 1a.

Hence, instead of deploying a multi hotspots system (pe-
nalizing all the covered room), it would be better to move
the main hotspot in order to cover the room according to the
optical sense or take benefit of the shadowed area to deploy
the hotspot so that they could not interfere each other. As for
future activities, the methodology can still be further developed
with the use of other metrics than the SNR that might be more
relevant to discriminate channel models.
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